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An approach to the analytic solution by computer algebra of the treatment ofthe frequency 
and intensity data in the vibration-rotational spectra of diatomic molecules is outlined. The 
Dunham theory has been greatly extended with the generation f analytic expressions for the 
term-vatue coefficients Y~, expectation values and matrix elements, and the Herman-Wallis 
coefficients C", ' and D~," in terms of the potential-energy aj and dipole-moment Mj eoeffteients. 
Salient points about he computational techniques are noted. 
The vibration-rotational spectrum of a diatomic molecule consists of series of lines; to 
each line is assigned a set of quantum numbers labelling the two energy states between 
which the transition occurs. Each line is eharacterised by a frequency and an (integrated) 
intensity. The energies of the states are supposed to depend upon an internuclear 
potential-energy function, whereas the intensities of the lines, proportional to the squares 
of transition matrix elements, analogously depend on a dipole-moment function. These 
functions, V(x) and M(x) respectively, describe how the potential energy and the electric 
dipole moment depend on the internuclear separation R; x = (R--R,)/R,.  An analytic 
theory to treat these phenomena was developed by Dunham (1930, 1932a, b), but the 
great extension necessary to treat large sets of data resulting from experiments with 
modern instrumentation exceeds the capability or patience of human investigators. Thus 
we have sought to apply computer algebra processors to these problems, the physics of 
which is described at length elsewhere (Ogilvie & Tipping, 1983, 1986). Here we outline 
the computational spects. 
The total problem may be divided into four stages. The first stage is the generation of 
the relationship between the state energies Ev. r and the potential-energy function. In the 
Dunham theory, the functional relationships are generally assumed to have the form of 
power series. The energies are expressed as a double sum involving powers of the 
vibrational v and rotational J quantum numbers: 
Eoa = ~'. ~'. Ykt(V+ 1/2)k[J(J + 1)] t, (1) 
k l 
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whereas the term-value coefficients Ykz depend on the equilibrium separation Re and the 
potential-energy coefficients aj in the series 
V(x) = aox2(1 + 2 aJ xj)' (2) 
d 
The JBKW procedure that Dunham used to find the required relations is quite general 
and applicable to many physical problems. The quantisation condition is in this case: 
~[E, - V(x)] 1/2 dx + (higher integrals) = 2nB~/2(v + 1/2) (3) I D t 
with J taken as zero at first. Each integral can be evaluated by the same technique. The 
differential dx is expressed as dV(x)/V1, in which 1/1 is the derivative of V(x) in equation 
(2) with respect o x. Then one solves for x as a function of V(x) by reverting equation (2), 
and substitutes the results into V 1, thus obtaining 
V l = A t V(x) 1/2 + A2 V(x) + A 3 V(x) a/2 + . . . .  (4) 
Likewise the reciprocal of V1 can be expressed as another series through the binomial 
expansion 
j -1  
(1+0)" = l-t- Y', (OJ/j[) 1-[ (n -k )  (5) 
j= l  k=O 
thus leading to 
V1-1 = A11 V(x)- t/2[l + B 1 V(x) 1/: + B2V(x ) + B3 V(x) 3/2 + . . .]. (6) 
The coefficients A s and B s are explicit functions of the potential-energy coefficients a s. 
Furthermore, the integrand in each integral of equation (3) can also be expanded 
according to the binomial theorem from the form: 
l eo -  V(x)]" = [ -  V(x)]" [ 1 - E~/v(x)] ". (7) 
The explicit result for the first integral is 
~[Ev-  V(x)]I/2 dx = iA[ t ~[1 -  E~/2 V(x ) -  E2 /8 V(x)2 + . . . "] 
x [1 +B i V(x) t/2+B 2V(x)+ . . . ]  dx 
= 27~/A 1[E, + B 2 E~/4 + B 4 E~/8 +. . . ]  
= 2rcB~/2(v + 1/2) (8) 
in which the evaluation of the contour integral relies on the fact that only terms 
containing V(x)- 1 have a residue; each pole contributes 4~i to the corresponding integral. 
The final step to obtain the desired result, Ev as a function of (v + 1/2) k, is the reversion of 
the result of evaluation of equation (8). 
To obtain the rotational dependence of the energies, one expands binomially the 
rotational contribution, taking/3 - J(J+ 1)  and ? ~ (B~/ao) 1/2, 
V(x, fl)/B~ = y- Zx2(1 + ~, ajx j) + fl/(1 + x) 2 (9) 
j= l  
to obtain 
V(x, fl)/B~ = f l -  213x + (y- 2 + 3fl)x 2 + (y- 2 at - 4fl)x 3 + . . . .  (1 O) 
Ir one eliminates the linear terra by a coordinate transformation, 
xa = x-~(/~), E(/~) = Z hs(v~//Y 01) 
j= l  
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determining ~:(fl) by the requirement that dV(x, fl)/dx = 0 at x = e(fl), then the resulting 
potential-energy function may be restored to the rotationless Dunham form, equation 
(2), plus a constant erm: 
V(x, fl)/B e = y(fl)-ax~(1 + E aJ([t)x})+ Y-2Jo(fl) ' (12) 
j=l  
Substitution of the fl-dependent parameters ai(fl) and y(fl) into the Yk, o coefficients 
resulting from the reverted equation (8) produces the set of term-value coefficients Ykz of 
equation (1). In addition, if some other radial function 
K(x) = E kJ xj (13) 
J 
is required to represent he distance dependence of further spectral features, such as 
additional ines resulting from spin-orbit coupling, then this power series can be inserted 
into the integrands of equation (3); the resulting term-value coefficients can be expressed 
in the form Ykt(Be, y, a)) + Zkl(Be, y, a), kj). Then the (numerical) fitting of the transition 
frequencies to these expressions generates values of the parameters that compactly 
represent the frequency data. 
The second stage of the process involves generation of the vibrational ~,(x) (and 
rotational) wavefunctions that serve as useful mathematical intermediates of the 
physically meaningful matrix elements. 
~Po(x) = Nogv(x)lPo(X), 0o(X) = e-@ '(x')dx'. (14) 
The power series y(x) and g~(x) 
y(x) = ~ b~x k, bk(y, a~) (15) 
k=O 
go(x) =k=~o C,,k(X), C~k(y, aj) (16) 
are the solutions of two coupled differential equations together equivalent to the 
Schrodinger equation: 
y(x) 2 - 2 dy(x)/dx - 4IV(x) - Eo]/B e = 0 (17) 
d2go(x)/dx 2 - y(x) dg~(x)/dx + [E~- E0] g~(x)/B e= 0. (18) 
One solves these equations iteratively, truncating y(x) at bk, k = j+ 1, and g,(x) at C,k, 
k=j+v,  for each successive order j of the potential-energy coefficients a~. When all the 
functions are substituted into equations (17) and (18) and the differentiations carried out, 
the coefficients of each power of x are separately set to zero, and the coefficients b k and cok 
are evaluated maintaining consistency in order of aj. The normalisation factors N~ are 
obtained later. 
The third stage is the generation of the expectation values and matrix elements of x to 
various powers. The former for the ground vibrational state (v = 0) are generated from a 
recurrence relation 
(O[xk]O) ~- C_ l(O]x k - 110) --t- C_ 2(O[x k- 210 ) (19) 
itself generated iteratively (like the wavefunctions) in successive orders of a 1 from the 
identity 
(OIx k- ' v(x)lO) = (k -  1)(OIx k- 2tO) (20) 
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using the expression of y(x) from equation (15) and the normalisation condition 
<OIx°lO> = <vlx°lv) =-- 1. (21) 
Thus the coefficients C_t and C_2 are determined as functions of k, y and aj. Then the 
vibrational matrix elements of x k can be generated from 
(vLxklv '5 = N,,No,(O[ov(x)xkgv,(x)[O), (22) 
in which the normalisation factors are generated from 
NZ(0lOv(x)2[0) = 1, (23) 
Similarly, the general vibration-rotational matrix element 
(VJ[xklv, j , )  = (0, O[gv(xe)gs(x)x~9~,(x~,)gs,(x)lO, O) (24) 
(0, d[gt,(xp)2[O, J)112(0, J'lg,,(xa,)2[O, J ' )  
can be produced simply by summation of the products of the ground-state expectation 
values from equation (19) with the coefficients of the powers of x in the various functions 
9v(x) and Os(x); the latter is the pre-exponential power-series expansion in the rotational 
wavefunction for v = 0: 
¢o. j(xp) = g,(X)Oo, o(x). (25) 
With these matrix elements of x k, the expansion of the dipole-moment function as a power 
series 
M(x) = ~, Mix  j (26) 
j=0 
enables one to write the vibrational dipole-moment matrix elements imply as 
(vlM(x)lv') = Y, Mj(vlxJlv'). (27) 
j -0  
The final stage of the problem is the derivation of the Herman-Wallis factor FS'(m), 
expressing the effect of vibration-rotational interaction on the intensities of the spectral 
lines in a particular band of transitions. With 
m = ½[fl'--fl] = [ J ' ( J '+  1 ) - J ( J+  1)] /2,  
this factor is defined by 
(vJIM(x)Iv'J ')2 = 1 + C~'m + D~,'m 2+ . . . .  (28) 
F~'(m) = (v, 01M(x)lv', 0) z ' 
In the latter three stages, outlined cursorily here, we have used the standard techniques 
of computer algebra, namely, substitution, expansion and factorisation of polynomials, 
differentiation, the binomial expansion, and the Taylor's series expansion of irrational 
functions. Because of the cumulative nature of the process, the results of one stage became 
the building blocks of successive stages; in practice, each of the four stages was actually 
subdivided into smaller processes. Most of the computer algebra was done with 
REDUCE-2; the control of the size of intermediate expressions by means of the WEIGHT 
and WTLEVEL flags, and by truncation of polynomials, was important in permitting the 
computations to be executed within 167 kilowords of core memory on a DEC KL10/91 
processor. The facility of generating FORTRAN code for the term-value coefficients Yk~ 
(Ogilvie, 1983) and the matrix elements <vlxklv ') (Bouanich et al., 1986) is also notable. 
Other processors--ALTRAN, FORMAC-73, MAPLE, MUMATH and REDUCE-3--  
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have been used at various times in the project dependent on the available machines and 
software. Of course, the fact that functional representations were in the form of power  
series greatly facilitated the machine computat ions just as they had previously simplif ied 
the human algebra. 
J. F. Ogilvie thanks Professors D. P. Craig, F.R.S. and M. C. L. Gerry for their hospitality at the 
Australian National University and the University of British Columbia respectively. Most 
computations were done at the Australian National University. 
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